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2015-16 GCA OFFICER ELECTION RESULTS
On Sunday, October 18th at the metro Chattahoochee membership paddle a new slate of GCA Officers was elected for the 2015-16
term. The new officers are:
President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
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Boat Extraction on the Upper Ocoee
by Todd McGinnis
as published on https://paddlinh20.wordpress.com/
On August 30, 2015 on the Upper Ocoee our group happened
upon a single boat just bobbing up and down on the river right side of
Alien Boof. I was the first in the group to run the boof as I was there to
set up for pictures of our first timer. As I landed the boof (a sweet boof if
I might say so myself) I caught the glimpse of something orange. Quickly I

Jay Davis
Jenny Taylor
Michael Thompson
Vincent Payne

A huge “thank you!” goes out to our outgoing officers for
their service during the 2014-2015 term:
President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:

Todd McGinnis
Jay Davis
Tyler Southern
Vincent Payne

Volunteerism, whether making oneself available as an officer,
or merely coordinating a trip now and again ensures the continued viability of the club. Without this kind of support, the club could not continue to exist. Jay or Jenny would love to hear from you if you’d like to
help in any capacity. EL

This was taken after we knew the girl was ok. This is the “evaluation state”
Photo by Andy Lee
made my way to shore and got out of the boat to see what was up.
My crew had not yet reached the staging eddy so I had time.
I watched the boat bob up and down to confirm no one was in it.
Luckily the boat was empty but while that was good it was also bad
because I did not see the boater nor did I see anyone else. It was

Continued on page 2
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Boat Extraction, Continued
all alone just pulsing with the hydropower of Alien Boof. As I
looked around for the boater I noticed my group had reached
Staging Eddy. I blew the whistle and told them to get out.
Finally I saw the boater through some trees on the island in the
middle of the river. My group stopped the upstream traffic while
I went over to see if she was ok. She was fine and her dad had
paddled down to get her paddle.

Once we knew she was ok, we went about extracting
the boat. I paddled over to an eddy to the river right side of
the boat. Another guy who I did not know came alongside me
and said he would help. I never caught his full name other than
he was in a very nice Dagger Outburst and his first name was
Dan and he was from Chattanooga. Dan stayed below until I
signaled if I needed his help. It was an easy four-foot step
across some shallow rocks. Once above and to the river right
side of the boat, I started to evaluate the situation. All that was
really needed was a little push to get the girl’s boat free.
Since there was no one in danger and the boat was out
of the flow of traffic, the old adage “start simple” applied here.
Pretty much my whole pin kit is in my PFD but I took the end
of my paddle and poked the bottom of the boat. I could tell
that with my paddle fully extended I did not have enough leverage or power to knock the boat free. I called over to Dan and
indicated it would be nice to have another set of eyes and
hands. Now mind you I had already made the determination
that the paddle idea was not going to work. So what did I do?
I poked it one more time and the paddle slipped right out of
my hands – smooth move! Now there was a boat and my
paddle in the hole. I was not worried because I knew the paddle would pop right out and it did.
At this point, the next simple idea was to get a rope
on, in, or around the boat. Getting it on the boat would not be
accomplished easily as we had no access to the loops from our
side. Being able to pitch the rope into the cockpit would have
also been a challenge because again it was not facing us. That
left us with getting the rope around the boat.
My first attempt to get the rope around the boat was
to simply throw the end with slack at the river left side of the
boat. The hope was that it would use the force of the water to
circle around the boat. I had seen this done once before and
thought it was worth a shot. The rope wrapped around it but
not enough for what we needed to do. Once Dan from Chatta-

Here is the simple cinch we used. We started with just the three pieces you see
here. The bag added the weight and we just connected the bag loop to the rope.
We had locking carabiners at hand, but the situation did not call for one.
Photos above and below by Todd McGinnis
nooga was up on the rock with me we decided to use a cinch. We took the
bag end of the rope for weight and used a carabiner to connect the loop on
the bag back onto the rope.
This gave us a loop which we could drop over the stern of the boat
and the weight of the rope and bag would drop it down on the boat. Dan
would pull and out would come the boat. Using the best cowboy skills I had,
we started. After a couple of misses, I repositioned myself slightly upstream of
the boat and the cinch dropped over the boat, Dan pulled and it was free.
Lynn and her Alabama crew emptied the boat. The boat was free and reunited
with the paddler. Luckily, the extraction was quick and no one was hurt.
Thanks to Dan and everyone for helping out.
Here is a simple shot of the
theory behind the extraction.
Keep in mind this boat was
not pinned, it was just bobbing in a hydraulic that was
just strong enough to hold
the boat in place. This
allowed us to keep our
process for extraction simple
and use the most common
pieces of equipment each
boater should have on them.
This was all we needed to
break the boat free from its
dance with the river. The
theory is seen in this picture. The rope slides down
the boat and once it’s on
the boat, it is pulled free.

EL
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by Jimmy Jones

On November 3, 2015, I ran Murder Creek at 560 cfs and
rising to 581 cfs during the trip. What's in a name? Murder Creek has
definitely got a name that evokes thoughts of scandal, evil deeds, and
maybe more morbid things. Shannon Hammond had suggested that we
run Murder Creek in the past. On November 2, she figured it would
run and put the call out for a crew.
Today, Shannon, Karen Heath, and myself met up to run it. I
did the research and by looking at topo maps and aerial photos, it
looked like 40 feet of drop in 2.8 miles with only class III rapids.
That means that the drops would be decent it seemed. After putting
in at the bridge and paddling a short while we arrived at the first
rapid. It was a short romp with some fun waves and was a great
warm up. After a little boogie water, we came to the second rapid. It
looks like a huge boulder garden from satellite photos but with
500+cfs it was the road map to boof city! Lots of fun in this decently long class II+ rapid. I got air a couple of times. We paddled on,
knowing that dark was approaching and arrived at the single largest
drop on the river, the Lake Ledge. It was higher due to the lake
drawdown at Lake Sinclair. After scouting, it looked like right of center would be the best route. Shannon and I both ran it twice. With
darkness upon us, we elected to not make anymore laps and proceed
to paddle the tranquil waters of Lake Sinclair in the dark. This was
truly fun. Not knowing what to expect because of not knowing anyone
who has run it and making your own beta from pictures and maps
made this a truly fun experience. I believe that Karen, Shannon, and
myself had a great time!
EL

run below Camp Creek. Kayaker Kerrie Barloga and I ran the Chattooga together earlier this year. This was my first trip with kayakers Clay
Nash and his 14 year-old son Jeremy, who was running downsteam of
Seven Foot Falls for the first time. Clay guided rafts on the Chattooga
for four years in the 1990’s, and his experience made our trip stronger
and safer. I paddled a 16-foot Buffalo Canoe, struck from the same
historic 1968 Uniroyal mold as had been the Royalex canoes of several
of my 1975 Section IV companions.
We had a very pleasant, though mostly cloudy day in the low
70’s and the low but quite adequate water level of 1.23 on the Highway 76 USGS gauge (.96 on the old bridge pier). Some of us ran all
the rapids, though Shoulderbone was unavoidably scrapey and Crack-in
the-Rock marginally low. I was able to lean right and power my long,
shallow-draft, flat-bottomed canoe easily through Center Crack, but the
others judiciously portaged. We played a good deal down to Woodall,
where the far right sneak was just barely possible and Clay and Jeremy
ably ran the main drop with a strong right-to-left line. We all aced
Seven Foot Falls, squeezed through Raft Trap, and then enjoyed a

Chattooga Section IV Sunday, September 27, 2015, By Roger Nott
This trip celebrated the 40th Anniversary of my first Section
IV run, led by former GCA and American Whitewater President Murray
Johnson on September 28, 1975. That day I ran it in a 15-foot aluminum canoe equipped with a Styrofoam center block and an inner
tube wedged in its slender bow. The tube did not prevent my bow
from penciling deeply at Seven Foot Falls and my boat from swamping
and flipping. I learned my limitations and portaged Corkscrew but
ran everything else upright. This is also my 40th year coordinating
GCA trips, including usually two or three each year on Section IV.
This day our crew of seven included two longtime paddling
buddies, kayaker Barclay Fouts and Kevin McInturff, with whom I have
shared over a hundred different runs, including many exploratory runs
written up in The Eddy Line. Kevin paddled his Probe 14 tandem
beautifully with his 10 year-old son Noah, who was making his first

Photo submitted by Roger Nott
leisurely lunch together at the base of Long Creek Falls. We later
climbed the taller of the Deliverance Rocks, from which we enjoyed an
impressive one mile river view from Stekoa Creek to Raven Rock.
Everyone had strong, secure runs. We set safety lines at
Woodall and in Five Falls at Entrance, Corkscrew and Jawbone but did
not have to use them. Corkscrew was particularly nasty this day and
half of us chose to portage. Kerrie got too far left there and flipped
in the hole by the left bank. She rolled up in a flash but was offline

Continued on page 4
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Section IV, continued

A Message from the Outgoing GCA President

and could not avoid being slammed broadside into the alligator rock at
the bottom left. To our relief and admiration she again executed a
perfect roll and earned my choice for the day’s most heroic run.
We had no swims and only one more roll. Noah and Jeremy
paddled like pros and entertained us on the rope swing at the head of
the lake, where we also stopped to imbibe Copperhead Creek’s magical
waters, insuring that we would all return safely another day to this
most treasured spot. After enjoying camaraderie and libations on the
lake and at the take-out, we wished Kerrie a safe ride back to Tallahassee. The rest of us feasted together at Manrique’s Mexican Restaurant in Clayton. Thanks crew for a great trip.
EL

by Todd McGinnis
GCA, it has been an honor to be your Vice President and then
President. Thank you for the opportunity. It was a great 4 years and I
really enjoyed working with the other GCA Officers, Board, and most
importantly all of you! We had a lot of fun and did a lot of great
things. The club will have a lot of awesome adventures to come with
the new officers. Congratulations to your new GCA officers; Jay Davis,
President, Jenny Taylor, Vice President, Mike Thompson, Secretary and
Vincent Payne as your treasurer.
EL

Sunday Skills Paddles are Back for Winter

A Message from the New GCA President

by Jim Tebbel

by Jay Davis

Our monthly Sunday Skills Paddles are coming back for the
winter months. This year we'll do a variety of rivers, and it won't
always be the same person coordinating. The dates will also vary this
year so that we don't conflict with our Sunday roll practices at
Peachtree City.

It's an honor to serve the paddling club that introduced me to
whitewater and where I have met so many friends and made so many good
memories. I value the input and thoughts of our club members, so please,
don't hesitate to contact me with your thoughts. After all, it's your club and
it only works well when you participate! As our club moves into a technological age where river trips can often be planned only 1 or 2 (or 0) days
in advance when people have a clear understanding of river levels and
weather, I think it's important to adjust our priorities accordingly. Please
don't misunderstand, I'm not saying that we shouldn't try to plan trips
ahead of time. In fact, I'm encouraging you to do so.
Volunteering as a trip coordinator is very easy. I'm just simply
pointing out the facts about how most of us plan our paddling trips. I
would like to see a focus on calendar trips specifically to offer first timers
a chance to get on new rivers and for skill focused paddling trips (informal
practice, not formal instruction) for surfing, combat rolls, catching eddies,
boofing, or whatever the trip coordinator wishes. Along with that, I think
ramping up our training program is also important. Fortunately, Jim Tebbel
has done a top notch job as training chair. And as an instructor, I look
forward to all the new classes and clinics we will offer this year, as well as
the pool and lake roll practices!
I am interested in exploring the best ways to communicate with
club members. I also wonder, as paddling becomes more popular mid state,
in Macon and Columbus, how we can incorporate these regions into what
has traditionally been an Atlanta-focused club. I look forward to hearing
your suggestions and thoughts. I encourage all members to participate and
volunteer! Please remember, we are not a for-profit company providing you
with a service. We are a group of friends who depend on each other to
keep the club working!
EL

The first date will be November 29, the Sunday after
Thanksgiving. Water level permitting, we'll run the Upper Chattahoochee that day. Final dates and details will be posted on the GCA
website.
I'm looking for other instructors and/or experienced paddlers
to coordinate future dates as well, if you're interested, please contact
Jim at jtebbel@gmail.com or 678-793-8348.
EL

Section 3.5

Photo by Rick Thompson
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Florida Manatee Paddle - Jan 14, 15 17 & 18

GCA Instructor Training Scholarship

By Vincent Payne

by Jim Tebbel

Camping is available for the Florida Manatee Paddle at
Chassahowitzka River Campground, or other nearby campgrounds. Any
campground in the area will do if this one is full or you don't care for
it. It is primitive camping, with a communal restroom and water is available from a community spigot. Some people bring their RVs and some
folks prefer hotels at this time of the year.

At our October 18th Membership Meeting & Election (and Paddle), we announced our Instructor Training Scholarship. The intent of
this scholarship is to enhance the GCA’s training program by recruiting
experienced paddlers to become ACA-certified Level 4 Instructors for our
classes. A maximum of one scholarship per year will be awarded, if a
qualified candidate is selected. Applications for River Kayak, River Canoe,
or Swiftwater Safety and Rescue will be accepted.

I have reserved site 53 in the tent camping area (no electricity, community spigots). There are additional tent sites still available. Get bigger sites
to allow parking two vehicles. Smaller sites have parking for only one
vehicle. There are limited RV sites which include water and electricity. This
is the campground at the launch to Chassahowitzka. There are still a few
sites at some of the other campgrounds as well. I have camp site 75 for
Thursday through Sunday and they run 22 - 23 dollars per site per night
and 5 dollars per head for more than two campers per site.
The address of the Chassahowitzka River Campground is 8600 West Miss
Maggie Drive Chassahowitzka, Fl 34448. The phone number is 352-3822200. Chassahowitzka is approximately 90 miles west of Orlando on Florida’s Southern Gulf Coast.
List of trips: Chassahowitzka on Friday, Crystal River on Saturday, Weeki
Wachi on Sunday, and Icheetucknee on Monday. No shuttle is available on
Friday or Saturday. A parking fee is in effect for Saturday and shuttle fees
are charged Sunday and Monday. This schedule is subject to change as I
might do the Homasassa on Sunday and Withlacoochee river on Saturday.
But, everyone doesn’t have to do the same rivers.
Plan to provide your own breakfast and lunch. We can plan some community meals and dine out depending on the preferences of the group. I
like to eat good seafood at least one night when in Florida. I'll post a
group email as the group begins to take shape. We will do the wiener
roast on Friday, which was fun last year and gives us a chance to meet
and chat off the water.

I will probably run about an hour north to Cedar Key to eat at Tony’s
one night. All are welcome to come along. When we have a number of
guests I will call and they will reserve a long table in the back room. It
was fun last year. Contact Vincent Payne at
vincent.payne9354@gmail.com.

EL

Candidates will be considered based on commitment and contributions to the GCA, as demonstrated by leading/helping with club trips
and events, as well as paddling ability and experience.




Requirements:
Current GCA member for at least 2 years;
Skill level - Competently paddling Class III or higher; and
Coordinate a minimum of 5 official GCA trips (posted to GCA website
calendar, with waiver completed and submitted).

Agree to:
Be an active member of the GCA Training Committee for the next
three years;
 Maintain your membership in ACA and the ACA Safety, Education,
and Instruction Committee (SEIC) as required to teach as an ACA
Instructor;
 Maintain your CPR and First Aid certifications as required to teach as
an ACA Instructor;
 Instruct or co--instruct in a minimum of two GCA instructional programs per year for the next three years; and


Continued on page 6

Keeping In Touch
To contact the GCA, write Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., P.O.
Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357.
Groupmail: GCA maintains a group email list to help members
share information of general interest. To sign up, send an e-mail to
gcalist-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
Website: Information about GCA, forms (including membership
application and GCA waiver form), a link to the GCA Store and
links to Eddy Line advertisers are all at http://www.gapaddle.com.
Facebook: Visit the GCA Facebook page for photos, video, trip
reports, or to join an upcoming impromptu trip.
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Scholarship, continued


Not charge another GCA member for instruction.
Application Process:
Review ACA Instructor Criteria at::
http://www.americancanoe.org/?page=Instructor_Criteria
Contact Jim Tebbel at gapaddletraining@gmail.com to get an
application and some materials to start reviewing. Submit your initial
application to gapaddletraining@gmail.com as soon as possible. (Don’t
delay if you haven’t coordinated 5 trips for the club yet – you have all
Winter to get those in!) Paddle with current GCA instructors over the
winter who can share their experience thru the certification process and
help you identify items to work on in advance of the course. Demonstrate commitment by leading trips or helping with club events and roll
practices. Final applications are due by March 15. EL

ACA SWIFTWATER RESCUE CONFERENCE 2015
by Jim Tebbel
Over the weekend of October 9-11, I attended the 2nd ACA
Swiftwater Rescue Conference, held on the Tuckasegee River in Dillsboro,
NC, along with fellow GCA members Lisa Haskell and Luba Healy. We
met each morning at the Barkers Creek Community Center, where we
loaded into vans for the ride to our stations on the river, either Prudential Rock (below Tuck Photo), or Double Drop (Sam Fowlkes’ property). The windy, narrow, dirt and gravel roads thru the Tuck Gorge to
Sam’s place could have their own trip report.
The SWR Conferences are best suited to people who have taken
SWR classes previously and are interested in going in-depth beyond the
basic curriculum. Many of the attendees were instructors, and I saw
many people I had met two years ago returning for more.

We started out the day with mechanical advantage, taught by
Mike Mather. Mike had a couple dynamometers to measure the pull
both at the load, and after applying a 3:1 Z-drag. We also practiced
4:1, 6:1, and 9:1 systems, vector pulls, as well as the transport hitch.
My favorite take-away from this session is the progressive vector pull.
With 2 ropes attached to the load, apply a vector pull is applied to
one rope, while taking up the slack with the other to capture the
progress. The process is repeated alternating ropes.
For foot entrapments, we worked on stabilization lines, foot
snag line rescues, and cinches. We learned the Kiwi cinch, which can be

used when you only have access on one side of the river. By
throwing a rope upstream across the victim, the current will bring
the rope down below where it can be retrieved by a boat or livebait swimmer, who then return the rope upstream to complete the
loop around the victim.
Our instructor for the swimming session was Robin Pope.
In addition to wading, we practiced crawling on hands and knees
in fast current to keep a better grip. We practiced aggressive
swimming thru the rapids at Double Drop, actively swimming head
first thru the features and catching eddies. We learned to time
our swimming strokes thru the waves as we do with paddle
strokes. For boat-based rescue we worked on hand-of-god kayak
rescues with the NOC’s Will Norris, emptying boats in water
(including canoes), deep water re-entries, and unpinning a boat
from another boat. We practiced flipping, righting and re-entering
rafts from deep water. We had a swimmer go into the upsidedown raft and hug a tube as we righted it. The newly-righted raft
already had a person aboard to help the others back in.
Steep-angle rescue was next with Ty Tuff, Aaron Peeler,
and Justin Padgett, and we got to practice this in a heavy rainstorm. We made hasty harnesses from our tubular webbing and
used that to rappel, using a prusik loop as a brake. We also
rappelled using a body belay, and climbed a rope using prusiks
for foot and hand loops. We practiced with Z-drags and other
mechanical advantage systems to retrieve a rescuer. Each evening
I washed the thick mud off my drysuit in the hotel shower…
nice!
The final day had a variety of masters classes to choose
from – everything from bellyak applications for rescue to rescue
in remote environments and more mechanical advantages and
cinches.
I had been to the previous SWR Conference in 2013, which was
also great. What really impressed me is how much new, fresh
material this year’s conference introduced. The conference presenters were all excellent, and seemed to really enjoy going deeper
into their favorite topics.
EL
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Building a First Aid Kit for Paddling
By Kevin Kelly
Safety is paramount in any sport, and paddling is no exception.
The obvious basics are a proper helmet and personal flotation device.
You also may have already learned that you should carry an emergency
whistle, a throw rope and a good river knife (ex. NRS Pilot) with you in
your boat, and of course be trained in how to use them. A good first
aid kit is also part of the overall safety picture, especially when paddling in remote or hard-to-access areas. Here are some tips to putting
together a first aid kit for your paddling trips.
Please note that simply having a first aid kit is not a substitute
for proper first aid training. First aid and wilderness first aid training,
including CPR training, are highly recommended, as is swift water rescue
training. Be prepared!
TIPS ON BUILDING A KIT
 Make sure your kit is appropriate for the type of paddling you will
do.
 Paddling whitewater? There is a greater risk for broken bones, broken paddles/boats, and concussions.
 Paddling in cool/cold weather/water? There is a greater risk for
hypothermia.
 Paddling in remote areas? There is less access to help/facilities. Consider swapping out a float bag for a large dry bag with extra
clothes, or for an inflatable dry bag. Some Alabama runs are even
more remote and inaccessible than Chattooga.
 Ask experienced paddlers for tips.
 Consider starting with a pre-packaged, waterproof first aid kit
(purchasable on Amazon) and build from there. An example would be
the paddling first aid kits at www.adventuremedicalkit.com.
 Make sure your kit is stored in a waterproof container. Some vendors
sell kits in waterproof containers. You can also store your items in a
Nalgene bottle or any other watertight container.
 Tell your fellow paddlers you have the kit, and explain to them what
is in it. If you are the victim, they need to know what equipment is
at their disposal. Also be sure to communicate any health issues you
may have that others should know about (diabetic, severe allergies,
epileptic, etc.) in order to properly help you in the event of an
emergency.



SUGGESTED FIRST AID KIT ITEMS
Selection of bandaids. Butterfly strips are also commonly recommended for closing wounds; however, medical professionals typically advise
against closing wounds until they have been properly cleaned in a
sterile environment, so in most cases it is probably better to simply



























cover the wound until it can be cleaned. Again, this is where pieces
of a kit are not a substitute for proper training/knowledge.
Gauze and wraps for covering wounds and something to act as a
splint to immobilize fractures (actual splints, inflatable splints, SAMS
splints – duct tape can double as boat/paddle repair and to hold a
splint in place)
Betadine or antiseptic wipes, Neosporin, lidocaine ointment/gel,
hydrocortisone cream
Moleskin for blisters
Emergency blanket or emergency bivy sack, hand warmers. Even a
heavy contractor trash bag can be useful for maintaining body heat
and staying dry.
Lighter for starting fires
Ibuprofin, Aspirin, Tylenol, Benadryl or other antihistamine.
Any medicine you require on a regular basis (heart, allergy, etc). If
something goes wrong, you may not be home when you expect to
and therefore leaving your meds at home is risky.
Bee sting ointment (epi pen if highly allergic) or a cigarette (wet
tobacco pressed against a bee sting helps alleviate the pain)
Strong (Gorilla) duct tape – useful to temporarily mend cracked
boat hulls and paddles. Rather than bringing the roll, consider wrapping several feet of it around your paddle shaft, or just make a
smaller wrap of the tape itself without the heavy cardboard center
ring.
Toilet paper, tissue, feminine hygiene products
Iodine tablets for water purification
Several carabiners
Pin kit – if you have training to use a pin kit, this is a great thing
to bring. Recommended pin kit is 4-3-2-1: 4 carabiners, 3 pulleys,
2 prusik loops, 1 length of webbing.
Light emergency rain jacket
Small travel sunscreen
Energy bar. If you are diabetic, or paddle with diabetics, consider
also bringing a small frosting tube or something similar to raise
blood sugar levels.
Small tool for tightening bolts on your boat
Headlamp – consider this if an uncomfortable overnight stay is a
possibility
CPR mask
EL
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On Visiting an Old Friend: A Trip Report of Sorts
Report and photos by Kevin Kelly
Life seems to fly by. Families, careers, volunteer work, neighborhood groups. Book clubs, dance clubs, lunch with friends, microwave
meals. Good dates, bad dates, parent time, alone time. House chores,
yard work, hobbies, Netflix. Morning radio and coffee. LOTS of coffee.
Our lives are filled with so many things, people, and experiences, and
mine is no different. Sometimes it feels so full and rich, and other
times I just want to crawl out of my skin because I feel like I just
need a moment to breathe, like all I want to do is put on the brakes.
Such is the ebb and flow of my feelings on adulthood.
Recently I was getting that feeling of needing to slow down my
speeding train, and so after a rough period with work I decided to
take a few days off. There was no question about what I was going to
do – I was going to paddle. It isn’t that I don’t have plenty of other
hobbies. I play guitar, I like movies, I mountain bike and I hike. I’m
also capable of wasting a very large amount of time in the abyss of
the internet. There is just something about paddling that slows things
down in just the right way.
I’ve never been a very religious person. I grew up in a very
Irish Catholic family. In my nine early years of Catholic school I learned
the fine arts of guilt, shame, and quickly sitting on my hands when the
nuns would come around to rap knuckles with their rulers. I knew
there had to be something more – something where I could be at
peace, not on edge (ok, small kayaking pun there). Then I discovered
girls and, like any red-blooded teenager, I spent some time side surfing
a wave of ridiculous pubescent obsession with the fairer sex. The Beastie
Boys made a song out of this obsession with girls; I just made a mess
of it. When I was finally able to think with my brain again, my search
for peace continued.
As I grew a bit older I realized that I found that peace every
time I did something outdoors, even if it was as simple as taking a
walk in the park. I started spending more time hiking and mountain
biking. I always enjoyed the water features on those excursions, and so
one day I decided I was going to buy a canoe so that I could have
some water adventures of my own. I threw the canoe on top of the car
and took a friend up to the Chestatee and down the river we went. I
thought I was a real Huckleberry Finn, and maybe in a way I was. I
was certainly exploring a world that would grow to become a spiritual
rock for me in the years to come. As I paddled more and more I wanted to have those experiences in different ways, and so I started
kayaking, first in a recreational boat, and then in a whitewater boat. I
never thought I would, or could be, a spiritual person. Somehow, being
on the river makes me feel connected to the universe. I’ve often found

the river to be very humbling as well – a quick reminder that I am
surrounded by forces much more powerful, much more relevant than I
am, and so it came to be that whenever I feel like my own personal
train is speeding out of control, I head to the river to slow things down
a bit, and to make that special connection with nature that I have come
to know and love.
Ok, now that I have all of that mushy stuff out of the way, I
can tell the real story. This past week I took a few days off because I
knew I needed to slow things down a bit and reconnect with nature. I
decided to visit an old friend of mine – Mountaintown Creek in east
Ellijay. When I first started paddling, I didn’t know about American
Whitewater, so I used the classic book “Canoeing and Kayaking in Georgia” by Sehlinger and crew. I still love that book. I read about Mountaintown Creek in the book, and at the time I was topping out at easy
class 2 rapids, and so I decided to give it a whirl. I loved the adventure
of it – no outfitter, kind of off the beaten path, and I would get to see
3 features: (1) the creek itself, (2) the Coosawattee River that it dumps
into, and (3) Carter’s Lake, the end point and take out. I somehow
convinced my girlfriend to brave the adventure with me, and we packed
up our kits full of inexperience and set out to Huck Finn it up. We

Mountaintown Creek 282 Bridge put-in
loved it! It was such a charming stream, lined with a mix of tall evergreens and deciduous trees, and with enough gradient to make it visually
beautiful. There were a smattering of houses, but somehow we didn’t
mind. They didn’t seem to ruin the landscape; rather, maybe we even
pictured ourselves living there one day. The rapids were hoppy, but

Continued on page 9
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Old Friend, continued
nothing crazy. It was a long day with the lake paddle after the
river, but we both left with a glow and a feeling that we had truly
experienced something special. That trip was over two years ago,
and so coming back to the present on this particular day of needing to regain my inner peace, I decided to head back to Mountaintown Creek to see if my old friend was still the magical place that
I remembered.
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paddler’s memory. That said, I did have enough water to make it
through with only a bit of scraping, and the boogie water was still fun
and kept the pace lively enough. I also enjoy technical paddling, and as
the creek gets closer to the confluence with the Coosawattee, various
technical paths opened up between the many midstream rocks and eddies. The scenery was lovely.
Beautiful hemlocks lined the banks, and the last remnants of Fall
foliage covered the deciduous trees in a quilt of color. Yes, this was the
friend I remembered – I was in a place of beauty and peace.
I didn’t see another soul on the river that day. There were two
creek-wide strainers, but the portages were easy and I scored a bonus
seal launch out of one. I boofed rocks and played in small surfing waves,
lazily making my way down the creek. The various small shoals increased
in number and intensity as I approached the confluence with the
Coosawattee, which in itself is beautiful. Shortly after the confluence, the
spattering of houses completely disappeared, and at mile 8.5 I was left
with one last really nice surfing wave before the lake paddle out. Rather
than focusing on the slight headwind I had, as I paddled through Carter’s
Lake I enjoyed the yellows, browns, golds and reds that comprise the

Continued on page 10

The put in for Mountaintown Creek is at the 282/76
bridge in East Ellijay. There is an old gas station across the bridge
that seems to be functioning as a small flea market type store.
From the station parking lot there is a subtle, short trail that leads
neatly down to the creek on the south side of the bridge. While
there is an entry for Mountaintown Creek on the American Whitewater website, there is no online gauge. Because it is the time of
year (despite the rain) when creeks are fairly low, I had asked
around about water levels. I was told that if the Cartecay is at 2.3
feet, Mountaintown would be running. The Cartecay was at 2.0 feet
that morning, and so of course I said to myself “dude, you’ll find
the water,” and went anyway.
As I paddled along I passed cute mountain houses, and the
bends in the river and the flow of the current started to take all
of my cares away. Since the last time I paddled Mountaintown
Creek, I have been working on improving my whitewater skills and
paddling more challenging rivers. I’ve paddled sections 3 and 3.5 of
the Chattooga, the Nantahala, and the Ocoee. Needless to say, my
perspective on the rapids and water features on Mountaintown has
changed a bit. The ledges that I remembered before were really just
one to one and a half feet, not the steeper drops of my early
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Old Friend, continued
morbid beauty of Autumn. Despite recent rains, the water was actually quite clear, and I watched small fish dart about as I cruised
above them on the surface.
When I reached the boat ramp, I was tired, but I felt
great. It had been good visiting with my old friend, and while it
may not have the bells and whistles of the Nantahala or the Ocoee,
Mountaintown Creek carries its own beauty, and its own peacefulness
without the rafts and without the crowds. Just when I thought my
wonderful day was coming to an end, on the drive out I surprised a
large black bear standing on its hind legs by the side of the road
into the Ridgeway Recreation Area. The sighting lasted only about 3
seconds as it immediately bounded away, but it was awesome nonetheless. Couldn’t help but also be glad that I didn’t surprise it earlier on my hobo-rigged kayak shuttle mountain bike. I’m pretty sure
my wimpy pepper spray would have been like spray butter topping
on the popcorn of my body for that bear.
Life flies by. Families, careers, volunteer work, neighborhood
groups. Book clubs, dance clubs, lunch with friends, microwave
meals. Good dates, bad dates, parent time, alone time. House
chores, yard work, hobbies, Netflix. Morning radio and coffee. Did I
say LOTS of coffee? When, despite your love for all of these things,
experiences, and goings on, you feel like maybe you need to slow
down the train a bit, it might just be time for you to head to your
own Mountaintown Creek, wherever that may be. It might be too
boring for some, too much flat water for others. Some may feel that
the shuttle is a pain, and others that the water level is perpetually
too low. But for you, it will always feel like nostalgic paradise. EL
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Peachtree City Roll Practice Schedule

by Lisa Haskell

With the recent cool weather I know what everyone is thinking
about! That's right! You're wondering "When will indoor roll practices
start?" Well, the schedule for the Peachtree City roll practice is below. We
will meet at the Kedron Aquatic Center in Peachtree City from 5 pm to 7
pm two Sundays a month (most months). Below is a list of dates for the
2015 - 2016 season. Please look at the dates carefully since we do not
meet every week.
11/22/15
12/6/15 or 12/13/14 (depending on the GCA Christmas Party date)
1/10/16
1/24/16
2/7/16
2/21/16
3/6/16
3/20/16
Please arrive at the facility early (about 4:30 pm) to fill out
paperwork and be ready to go at 5 pm when the pool becomes
available for our use. Your friendly neighborhood roll practice coordinator needs all the help she can get with her roll and would also like
to be able to get in the pool for a practice session! Please be sure
that your boat is clean so that we don't mess up the pool. There is
no hose available at the pool so you will need to clean your boat
before you arrive.
The details will be the same as last year. The cost per session will be $6 for GCA members and $10 for non-members. You will
also need ACA insurance which is an additional $5 unless you are an
ACA member. To get credit for ACA membership you will need to
have your ACA number available for me to put on the waiver form.
This is a very nice, large facility. It is large enough to bring
your canoe or sea kayak to roll and still leave plenty of room for
other people. The water and facility are heated but aren't hot in my
opinion. Some people roll in just a rash guard but I am usually too
cool that way. If you get cold easily you might want to bring a
couple of layers with you the first time until you have an opportunity
to see how the temperature works for you. There are nice changing
rooms with showers for after roll practice.

Mountaintown Creek and Coosawattee River Confluence

Many times a group of us will go to Mellow Mushroom afterwards for
dinner. You are all welcome to join us. If you have any questions or
if you have a burning desire to come to Peachtree City and teach me
to roll my canoe. Please feel free to contact me
at lshkayaker@gmail.com. EL
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Paddling Plateau
by Steven Walker
I've been in the middle of a long plateau this year in terms
of whitewater kayaking. I realize there are many factors involved and
not any one I can pinpoint as the major cause: taking a good beating, my busy little business, lack of boat time, going to the same
playboat for everything for a long time, focusing on family. More
subtle are the insecure feelings that emerge when I see someone on
Facebook is about to or has run something challenging for them that
might fall within my step up skill level. Where did this feeling come
from?
I'm not looking to run class V. Well, maybe when it's flowing
at a class 3/4 level. I just want to dissolve the feeling of vague dread
at the put in on the Ocoee, the one that doesn't settle down until
I'm down to staging Eddy. There no particular reason for it. It's just
there, keeping me off balance. I'm noticing some sloppiness here and
there. A kind of stiffness. I miss a roll here. Get flipped by a curler
there, one I'd never noticed before. I feel tired. I'm in and out of
that zen-like state of focus, that special place I love so much about
paddling. I'm thinking about the client meeting I have tomorrow
approaching Table Saw. My line is not good.
So I decide to get out of the playboat and try something
new, an old RPM. I have never paddled a displacement hull before so
I am a little nervous putting in on the Nanty for first time. But a
different kind of nervous. It was kind of exhilerating! While it takes
me a bit to quit blowing out the back of eddys and nailing the nose
on rocks so hard my teeth hurt, by Pyramid Rock I was absolutely
stoked. Boofing a non-playboat is nirvana. Running the falls? Breezing
through. Moving from eddy to eddy, seemingly in slow motion compared to the Rockstar. All in all a familiar run and exploding into a
new river of possibilities.
A renewal has begun. I believe the path to digging yourself
out of a rut is trying something new. This is probably something you
have heard before, I know I had, but until it happens to you. I think
one has to spend a little (or for me, a lot of time) in the valley for
renewal to happen, for growth to occur, for transformation to catalyze. As Oscar Wilde said, "It's only when you’re laying in the gutter
can you finally see the stars clearly."
What the new thing is will depend on you of course, and
perhaps you will have to try two new things, but I'd be willing to
bet you'll find a spark to start that fire back up when you need it
most. Be kind to yourself. SYOTR! EL
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Cleanup of Etowah and Chestatee Rivers
by Elvin Hilyer
In spite of dire weather predictions of all-day thunderstorms on
October 10, 66 hardy folks showed up to participate in the 10 th annual
cleanup of the Etowah and Chestatee Rivers in Lumpkin County, a Rivers
Alive event sponsored by the Lumpkin Coalition. They shuttled in the rain,
paddled in the rain, and picked up trash on land in the rain. At the end
of the day 31 miles of river and 11 access points had been cleaned.
2,070 pounds with 15 tires had been collected – all new trash since last
year’s cleanup.
One paddler wrote: “I had never been on a river in the rain; it
was beautiful; it was mystical.”
These dedicated river cleaners included members of the Georgia
Canoeing Association, the Atlanta Outdoor Club, the Lumpkin-Dawson
County 4-H Club, the Gold Rush Trout Unlimited chapter, the Pi Kappa
Phi Fraternity at the University of North Georgia (UNG), students in environmental classes at UNG, Yahoola Trails Conservancy, members of Lumpkin Coalition, and local residents.
This event each year draws an eclectic group of persons who
wish to contribute to cleaner and healthier rivers. The GCA has been an
active partner with about 30 members participating at various times over
the 10 years. Members have included Vincent Payne, Lamar Odom, Jamie
Higgins, Karla Vimacombe, Bonny Putney, Nancy and Elvin Hilyer, Steve
and Teresa Jamell, Dan MacIntyre, Tom Martin, Roger Nott, Donald Robertson, Jeff Salembier, Vince Zappia, Shari Heinz, and others.
Participants gathered at the home of Nancy and Elvin Hilyer at
Chuck Shoals on the Etowah River at 9:00 AM, enjoyed bagels and coffee,
organized into paddling and land teams, dispersed for cleanup, returned
for burgers and beverages, enjoyed the camaraderie of other clean-river
lovers, enjoyed a campfire, and gradually departed for home – to eagerly
await October 8, 2016, the date of the next cleanup of the Etowah and
Chestatee Rivers in Lumpkin County.
This event won the “2014 Group Award” from the Georgia
Department of Natural Resources, Environmental Protection Division. EL
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TRIP AND EVENT SCHEDULE
December 13

GCA Christmas Party at Garden Hills Recreation Center

Contact Todd McGinnis for details paddlin@bellsouth.net

January 14 - 18

Florida Manatee Paddle

Contact Vincent Payne

January 18

Chairlift/Little River Canyon (AL) Class III

Contact Dane White 256-435-3827

February 20

Town Creek (AL) Class III

Contact Dane White 256-435-3827

Please see the GCA Calendar for details, updates, and to sign up at http://www.gapaddle.com. For any questions or class suggestions, e-mail
gapaddletraining@gmail.com.
EL

GCA Christmas Party
It is November and that means it is the time of year when we prepare for the December raffle. This year we have two boats for auction: a Jackson Zen (M) and a 4 Fun. We also have an AT Hercules Bent Shaft Carbon 197 paddle, Kokatat PFD, and ERA along with some others will be throwing in
some goodies to boot! All proceeds go to benefit the Atlanta Chapter of Team River Runner. To donate you can use the donate button on the right side of
the GCA homepage at gapaddle.com.
Each $5 donation will get you 5 chances ( Please make sure that in the quantity field you enter the number 1 for a quantity of 5 tickets, 2 for
10 tickets, etc. You do not have to be present to win one of these awesome boats!
Also, have you ever thought about paddling internationally? Does a week in Ecuador sound like a good place to be in the Winter when the temps
here are in the 30's? Well here is your chance to beat the cold. Endless River Adventures just contacted me and told me they are going to donate a trip to
Ecuador for the raffle. Good for this winter (2016) or next! The winner would still be responsible for travel costs to Ecuador but once there you are good to
go! Learn more about the Ecuador Trip by following the link: http://www.endlessriveradventures.com/international-trips
To donate to Team River Runner you can do it two ways: from the GCA home page there is a donate button on the right side of the screen or
you can click this link to RSVP for the event and donate http://www.gapaddle.com/…/gca-december-party-and-trr-give-…/
EL

Your Trip Could Be Listed in This Space — email Cruisemaster Lesley Symington at lslysym@mindspring.com
KEY TO GCA SKILL LEVELS
Flat Water - no current will be encountered; safe for new paddlers.
Beginner - mild current, occasional Class 1 ripples; new paddlers can learn basic river techniques.
Trained Beginner - moving water with Class 1-2 rapids; basic strokes and bracing skills needed.
Intermediate - rapids up to Class 3; eddying and ferrying skills needed; kayakers need solid roll.
Advanced - rapids up to Class 4; excellent boat control and self-rescue skills required.
Signing Up: Call the trip coordinator listed to sign up for trips. Most trip coordinators will move a trip to an alternate venue if the water levels
and conditions for a particular trip are not favorable. Call early in the week to ensure you get a spot on the trip, and in consideration for the
coordinators, PLEASE avoid calling late in the evening.
Training Trips are a combination of recreation and training designed for those boaters who have completed a formal training clinic and would
like some on-the-river time with instructors practicing what was learned in the clinic and expanding skill levels.
Canoe Camping Trips are multi-day trips, generally on flat or mild water, with at least one night of camping. For details on a scheduled trip,
call the trip coordinator. To arrange a trip, call Vincent Payne at 770.834.8263.
To Volunteer To Lead Trips: Email Cruisemaster Lesley Symington at lslysym@mondspring.com. As usual, we need trip coordinators for all
types of trips, from flatwater to Class 5 whitewater. Our excellent trip schedule depends on the efforts of volunteers, so get involved and sign up
to coordinate a trip on your favorite river today! The GCA needs YOU!
Chattooga Trips are limited to 12 boats on ANY section on ANY trip, club trip or private (USFS regulation). Boating is prohibited above the
Highway 28 bridge. Your cooperation in protecting this National Wild and Scenic River is appreciated.
Roll Practice: see gapaddle.com for information.
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Macon Roll Practice Schedule
By Jimmy Jones
Yes, it’s that time again. We will be at the Macon Health
Club at 389 First Street in Macon on Wednesday afternoons from 57pm starting In November. The pool is heated and indoors. Its a
great opportunity to work on your roll and strokes and have a good
time. See you there! My cell is 478 733 1023 if you need more
information.

Fees for Macon Roll Practice are based on your membership
or lack of in the Georgia Canoeing Association and American Canoe
Association. The ACA membership (one time or full membership) covers
the insurance for the event. Please make sure to pay when you come
in so that the coordinator doesn’t have to cover you.
Fees are as follows:
GCA and ACA $ 6 + $0 = $ 6
GCA only $ 6 + $5 = $11
ACA only (rare) $10 + $0 = $10
Neither $10 + $5 = $15
Also, there will be a couple of waivers to fill out so if you
want to do so before hand let me know and I can send you the link
to the waivers. EL

Photos at left courtesy Elvin Hilyer
Etowah and Chestatee River Cleanup

KEEP YOUR E-MAIL ADDRESS CURRENT

ALL ABOUT THE EDDY LINE
The Eddy Line, the official GCA newsletter, is available in print or pdf for-

Each month numerous "copies" of the pdf version of The Eddy Line bounce
back due to bad or outdated email addresses. If an email to you bounces
back, you will be deleted from the recipient list until we get an updated
email address.

mat. To subscribe, contact Vincent Payne at 404.629.5376 or Vincent.payne9354@gmail.com, or mail your request to P.O. Box 611, Winston, GA 30187.
Submissions/Advertising: All submissions and advertising should be sent to
The Eddy Line, at: the_eddyline@yahoo.com.

When the GCA receives a mail failure notice in response to an email to you
on the GCA email list, you will be automatically unsubscribed by the listserve
software. If your email changes, please "unsubscribe" and re-subscribe with
your new address.

Deadline: The deadline for all submissions, classified ads and commercial ads
is the 20th of the previous month (e.g. August 20 for the September/
October issue).
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Fall Paddling in Georgia
by Suzanne Welander
Georgia’s rivers are gorgeous in the Fall. Here are some of
my favorite trips for enjoying the fall colors, even in low rainfall
years.
Ocmulgee River below Lloyd Shoals Dam
One of the most beautiful and engaging sections of the
Ocmulgee—the Seven Islands section—begins immediately below the
dam. The river passes over infrequent class I and II shoals for six
miles. The Oconee National Forest borders the river on the left
throughout this run. The forest, along with occasional large islands
offers many options for camping.
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farther downstream. Radium Springs and the Flint River Aquarium make
for interesting side trips while in the area.

Crooked River to Cumberland Island
Crisp fall days are perfect for soaking up the last warmth of the
year on Cumberland’s deserted beaches. The ocean is still warm enough
for a dip, and the bug population wanes. For paddlers voyaging to Cumberland Island National Seashore, Crooked River provides the shortest and
most enjoyable route starting from a public access point on the mainland.
Paddlers can end their trip at the Plum Orchard wharf—within an easy
hike’s reach of the usually deserted Yankee Paradise campsite—or continue north to the Brickhill Bluff Campground on the west side of the island.
The river is a typical coastal estuary, the safe passage of which requires

Not up for the rapids? The Ocmulgee Water Trail starts
farter downstream in Macon. The trail carves a winding trail through
deep bottomland forests for 200 miles to the confluence with the
Oconee River. A biking trail along the river in Macon opens up the
possibility for a paddle/bike loop. Georgia Power is fairly reliable
about releasing water from Lloyd Shoals Dam throughout the Fall. See
www.ocmulgeewatertrail.com for more information.

Flint River
The Flint River below Albany remains well-watered thanks to
infusions from the Floridan Aquifer and the dam that creates Lake
Chehaw. The Flint’s limestone bedrock contributes to scenery more
typical for Florida rivers. Limestone overhangs, small caves and tiny
grottos, freshwater blue hole springs intersperse with occasional mild
shoals. Hike up the creek spilling from Radium Springs on the left,
and the well-worn path leading to a large blue hole on the right

Ocmulgee River - Seven Islands Section
deference to tides and wind. Call 888-817-3421 or 912-882-4335 to
secure a permit for overnight camping on Cumberland Island before planning this trip.

Chattahoochee River, below Buford Dam

Flint River—Radium Springs

Buford Dam releases from the bottom of Lake Lanier, so there’s
always a stream of frigid water flowing all the way to Franklin. In addition to the popular section that starts at Powers Ferry, great Fall trips
include the peaceful moving water section through the north Atlanta
suburbs to the Chattahoochee River National Recreation Area’s Island Ford
access and the graceful tree-lined loop of Chattahoochee Bend State Park
southwest of Atlanta. The state park offers paddle-up camping on platforms near the river. Several companies offer shuttle services for river
sections in and around Atlanta, so there’s no need for a second car.
Reach Chattahoochee Bend State Park at 770-254-7271.
EL

Views and opinions expressed in articles and editorials are those of the writer and do not necessarily represent the official views
and policies of the club. Material not individually designated as copyrighted may be disseminated only by paddling organizations
having a newsletter exchange agreement with GCA: proper credit should be given. Publication of paid advertisements does not
constitute an endorsement of the products or services advertised.
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SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
The GCA web site now features a "GCA Supporters" web page with links to those who support GCA financially by
advertising in The Eddy Line. Help those who help us — patronize our advertisers. And when you do, let them know
you saw their Eddy Line ad and appreciate their support. Thanks!

The Eddy Line, © 2015, is published bi-monthly as the official newsletter of the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., publication address: 9354
Grapevine Drive, Winston, GA 30187. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Eddy Line, c/o Georgia Canoeing Association,
P.O. Box 611, Winston, GA 30187.

The purpose of the GCA is to have fun and promote safety while
paddling.

GEORGIA CANOEING ASS OCIATION, INC.
Post Office Box 611
Winston, Georgia 30187
WE’RE ON THE WEB:
www.gapaddle.com

GCA is a member-operated paddling club with over 500 family and corporate
memberships comprising more than 1500 Individuals. Canoeists and Kayakers of all
ages and paddling abilities are equally welcome. Some of our mutual interests include
whitewater river running, creeking and playboating, river and lake touring, sea kayaking,
paddle camp outs and competition and racing activities. We espouse conservation,
environmental and river access issues as well as boating safety and skills
development. Group paddling, training and social activities of all kinds are conducted
throughout the year thanks to the volunteer efforts of our many members and
friends. Membership is NOT limited to Georgia residents.

